ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

STEP 1. Assemble the close wheels as right hand and left hand wheels.
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STEP 2. Attach the wheel assemblies to the close wheel arm. NOTE: The direction that the spoke wheels are assembled must correspond to the side of the close wheel arm that it is mounted to.

STEP 3. Space the wheels, using the 5/8" flat washers as needed, so that the distance at the bottom of the wheels is approximately 2-1/4"-2-1/2".

STEP 4. Adjust the close wheel spring tension as necessary. If the seed trench is not being closed properly, increase closing wheel spring pressure. Closing wheels must not sink into the soil too deeply, the seed placement could be adversely affected, especially when planting shallow. If the closing wheels are applying too much pressure and the seed is being moved by the closing wheels, decrease closing wheel pressure. Light soils usually require less down pressure; heavy soils more down pressure. Optional depth bands are available 2967-186.